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ABSTRACT
An energy efficient power delivery method for multi-core sys-
tems with under-provisioned on-chip voltage regulators has
been proposed in literature. The power delivery network is re-
configurable at run-time to meet the varying current demands
of the cores exceeding the maximum output current rating
of the voltage regulators. In this paper, a real-time workload
scheduling heuristic is developed that assigns the tasks to
the cores such that the total load current consumption of the
cores is always less than the total current capability of the
under-provisioned on-chip voltage regulators. In addition,
the energy-efficient scheduling of the tasks on to the cores en-
sures that the reconfiguration of the power delivery network
is minimized. The heuristic includes DVFS management
based on the unique constraints of the under provisioned
voltage regulators. The work load scheduler is evaluated on
homogeneous and heterogeneous multi-core platforms based
on the Exynos 5410 big.LITTLE architecture. The proposed
workload scheduler along with the run time voltage regulator
clustering algorithm proposed in the literature provides a
robust cross-layer power management technique for under-
provisioned on-chip power delivery.

Keywords
low power scheduling, real-time scheduling, on-chip voltage
regulation, under-provisioned power delivery, low-power de-
sign, power-aware systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency has emerged as a critical design parameter

in multi-core or chip multi-processor (CMP) systems. Apart
from increased energy efficiency, power delivery through
on-chip voltage regulators (OCVRs) offers several benefits
such as reduced latency to apply DVFS, point of load power
delivery with minimal power supply noise, and reduced I/O
pin count devoted to power and ground signals [1, 2]. The
peak power consumption and worst case power supply noise
transient in a CMP determine the design of the power delivery
system. Conventionally, the power rating and the design
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topology of the OCVR is selected based on the maximum
possible power consumption of the load circuit. The work
done in [3, 4] demonstrates that the conventional method
to design the power delivery network is over-provisioned
by at least an order of magnitude of the maximum output
current rating of the OCVRs. By under-provisioning the
OCVRs to meet the typical or average need of the load
circuits, the energy efficiency of the CMP system is increased
by upto 44% [3]. A reconfigurable power delivery network
with run-time clustering of the outputs of the OCVRs is
proposed in [3] (refer to Fig. 1). The algorithm developed
in [3] for run-time OCVR clustering is an example of supply
side load management. The on-chip power management unit
reconfigures the connections between the OCVRs and the
cores to meet the changing load current demands of the
cores. The run-time reconfiguration of the power delivery
network operates under a power constraint. The total power
demanded at any time instant by the cores is less than the
total power delivery capability of the OCVRs. The power
constraint is expressed mathematically in (1) for a CMP with
N cores and N OCVRs. Isense x and Vx are, respectively, the
sensed load current and the operating voltage of each core
x. Iavg and Vdd m are, respectively, the maximum output
current and the maximum supported power supply voltage
level of each OCVR.

N∑
i=1

Vx · Isense x < N · Vdd m · Iavg (1)

In this paper, an energy optimized work load scheduling
technique is developed which relaxes the power constraint
(1) on the run-time OCVR clustering algorithm developed in
[3]. Low power workload scheduling on heterogeneous pro-
cessors is a widely researched field [5, 6], albeit the workload
schedulers in literature are oblivious of the power lost in the
DC-DC converters delivering regulated power supply to the
cores. The workload scheduler described in this paper is a de-
mand side load management technique. Workload schedulers
are classified into three categories [7]: best effort scheduling,
with acceptance test, and robust scheduling. The proposed
heuristic imposes an acceptance test on each incoming task
in the system and schedules it on to one of the cores only if
it meets the power constraint of the under-provisioned power
delivery system. Workloads running on a CMP system are ei-
ther controllable loads with soft deadlines or non-controllable
loads with hard deadlines. The rescheduling of controllable
tasks reduces the energy consumption of the CMP system for
a given scheduling cycle. Real time applications fall under
the category of non-controllable loads as they impose a hard
or firm deadline. In the case of non-real time tasks with soft
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Figure 1: Proposed interconnected on-chip power delivery
network in [3]. The on-chip voltage regulators are designed for
a maximum output current equal to the average load current
demand of workloads executed on the cores (Iavg). An
algorithm for run-time voltage regulator clustering through
a switching fabric is proposed in [3] to meet greater than
Iavg load current demand.

deadlines and fixed priority, the tasks which violate the power
constraint given by (1) are executed in the next scheduling
cycle, leading to a performance penalty.

The energy consumed by a taskset on a processing element
is a convex function of the computational capacity of the
processing element and the task execution time. A convex
energy optimization problem is solved to ensure the relia-
bility of the proposed reconfigurable power delivery system
with underprovisioned on-chip voltage regulators in [3]. The
optimization problem is constrained by the total power bud-
get of the CMP and is limited to the peak current rating of
the OCVRs. The feasibility of the solution, determined by
solving the optimization problem, is demonstrated through
a real time workload scheduling heuristic. The scheduler is
applicable to homogeneous and heterogeneous CMPs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The models
developed for the CMP system, OCVRs, real time periodic
taskset and power consumption of the cores are described
in Section 2. The convex energy optimization problem for
workload scheduling is described in 3. An energy efficient
workload scheduling heuristic is described in Section 4. The
evaluation of the workload scheduling heuristic on homo-
geneous and heterogeneous CMP platforms is provided in
Section 5. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATIONS
The under-provisioned CMP system includes a set of pro-

cessing elements or cores and per-core on-chip voltage reg-
ulators. The models constructed for the core architecture,
CMP platform, voltage regulators, real time periodic tasks,
and the power consumption of the cores are described in
Subsections 2.1 through 2.4.

2.1 CMP models
CMP systems with homogeneous core configurations as

well as heterogeneous configuration are developed to analyze
the work load scheduler. The homogeneous CMP includes

Table 1: Frequency (MHz) and Voltage (V) pairs used by
the DFVS procedure in Algorithm 1. The bold values listed
in the table are the nominal voltages and frequencies.

big core (A15) LITTLE core (A7)
1800/1.250 1200/1.225
1700/1.200 1100/1.125
1600/1.162 1000/1.100
1500/1.137 900/1.037
1400/1.100 800/0.987
1300/1.062 700/0.950
1200/1.025 600/0.950
1100/1.000 500/0.950
1000/0.962 400/0.950
900/0.925 300/0.950
800/0.900 200/0.950
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Figure 2: The power consumption of the Exynos big.LITTLE
cores with frequency based on the model given by (2). The
power model parameters are validated in [10].

processing elements based on the ARM A15 core integrated
in the Samsung Exynos 5410 platform [8, 9]. The parameters
used in constructing a 16 core homogeneous CMP platform
are listed in Table 2. An eight core heterogeneous CMP
with four ARM A15 and four A7 cores from the Exynos
5410 platform is also evaluated. The DVFS levels applied to
the cores are listed in Table 1. The variation in the power
consumption of the core with frequency, based on the power
model given by (2) and validated in [10], is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Power model
The power consumption of a processing element πj is

approximated as a function of frequency, similar to work
done in [10]. The power consumed by any processing element
is given by (2). The κ ∗ fα and β terms in (2) represent,
respectively, the dynamic and static power consumption
of the cores. The model parameters κ, α, and β for the
Samsung Exynos A15 and A7 processors [10] are used to
validate Algorithm 1. The power consumption with frequency
using the estimated model parameters is shown in Fig. 2.

P (f) = κ ∗ fα + β (2)

2.3 Voltage regulator models
An on-chip power delivery network with per core voltage

regulation is considered for the CMP platform. The on-chip
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Table 2: Parameters of the CMP cores derived from the Samsung Exynos 5410 big.LITTLE architecture.

Parameter big core (A15) LITTLE core (A7)
Nominal voltage (V) 1.16 1.225
Nominal frequency (MHz) 1600 1200
OCVR maximum current rating (Iavg in mA) 800 110
Power model parameters [αj , κj (mW/MHz3), βj (mW)] [2.63, 2.91× 10−6, 146.49] [3.28, 1.00× 10−8, 34.24]
Number of cores in homogeneous CMP system 16 0
Number of cores in heterogeneous CMP system 4 4
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Figure 3: The power conversion efficiency of the voltage
regulators serving the Exynos A15 (big) and Exynos A7
(LITTLE) cores [12].

voltage regulators (OCVRs) are modeled as DC-DC switching
buck converters [11]. Buck converters with optimum power
conversion efficiency based on the power consumption of the
A15 and A7 cores (shown in Fig. 2) are developed using
[12]. The important parameters of the buck converters for
both the big and LITTLE cores are listed in Table 3. The
variation in power conversion efficiency with load current is
shown in Fig. 3.

2.4 Real-time periodic task model
The real-time workloads are modeled as a set of indepen-

dent periodic tasks τi ∈ T to be scheduled on a subset of
cores of a many-core system πj ∈ Π [10]. Each task τi, has a
hard deadline of Di. Each core πj supports distinct DVFS
levels Vx ∈ [Vdd 1, Vdd 2, ..., Vdd m] and fx ∈ [f1, f2, ..., fm].
A task τi with a hard deadline Di requires at most Ci,j cy-
cles to execute on a core πj at the highest supported voltage
Vdd m and frequency fm. The context switching overhead
and overhead due to resource sharing amongst tasks which
remain unresolved after task partitioning is included in Ci,j .
The computational capacity required by task τi on core πj

is defined as ui,j =
Ci,j

Di
. The subset of tasks Tj that are

executed on core πj therefore require a total computational
capacity of Uj =

∑
τi∈Tj

ui,j cycles per second.

3. OPTIMAL WORKLOAD SCHEDULING
An optimization problem is defined to partition and sched-

ule real time workloads on a many-core platform. A specific
set of constraints unique to the proposed reconfigurable PDN
are considered, which account for the use of underprovisioned
on-chip voltage regulators. The objective of the optimiza-
tion problem is to minimize the energy consumption of the
many core platform, including the power consumed by the

OCVRs. The energy consumed by the system in a given
scheduling period Tepoch is given by (3), where P(Uj) is the
power consumed by the core πj with computational capac-
ity Uj to execute the scheduled task set, and PCEUj is the
combined power conversion efficiency of the OCVR(s) sup-
plying current to the core πj . The workload scheduling is
constrained by the total computational capacity available to
execute the taskset Uj on πj , where the total capacity must
exceed the computational demand of the taskset as given by
(4). In addition, the operating frequency must fall within the
supported frequency range of the cores as given by (5). The
total power consumed by the cores at any time instant must
be less than the combined maximum power supported by all
OCVRs in the system as described by (6).

min
Uj

∑
πj∈Π

P (Uj)

PCEUj

· Tepoch (3)

s.t.
∑
πj∈Π

Uj ≥
∑
τi∈T

ui (4)

f1,j ≤ Uj ≤ fm,j ∀πj ∈ Π (5)∑
πj∈Π

P (Uj) < N · Vdd m · Iavg (6)

4. WORKLOAD SCHEDULING HEURISTIC
A heuristic is described in this section, which performs the

real time workload scheduling on the cores for the optimiza-
tion problem developed in Section 3. The heuristic consists
of three procedures: PARTITION, DVFS, and SCHEDULE.
The PARTITION procedure is an evolution of the Marginal-
Power Heuristic (M-PWR) developed in [10]. Optimal work-
load partitioning is achieved by incrementing the load on
each core such that the constraint given by (5) is not violated.
The tasks τi ∈ T are first sorted in decreasing order of the
maximum computational demand ui,j on cores πj ∈ Π. A
task is assigned to a core if the scheduling of the task results
in the least increase in the power consumption. The output
from the procedure is a scheduled taskset Θj on each core.

The DVFS procedure reduces the operating frequency and
the voltage of the cores until the constraint given by (6) is
satisfied. The right hand side of (6) is a constant value equal
to the total power Ptotal of the CMP. Expressing the total
power consumed by the cores with the power model given
by (2) in constraint (6) provides a limit to the operating fre-
quency of the cores raised to the power α (refer to constraint
(8)). The use of the DVFS procedure results in the optimal
frequency of operation for each core by solving the bounded
knapsack problem. The deadline of each task in the taskset
Θj is analogous to the value of the item in the knapsack.
The required computational demand at a given frequency fj
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Table 3: Operating values of the switching DC-DC buck converters [12] serving the ARM A15 and A7 cores.

Device LM3671TLX TPS62097RWKR

Input voltage (V) 2.5 2.5
Output voltage range (V) 0.9 to 1.3 0.9 to 1.3

Maximum output current (mA) 110 800
Efficiency at maximum output current 90.7 88.9

Peak to peak inductor ripple current (mA) 146.93 357.24
Switching frequency (MHz) 2 1.69

Duty cycle (%) 46.18 47.44
Peak-to-peak output ripple voltage (mV) 1.322 3.215

Total power dissipation (mW) 12.4 109.88
Footprint (mm2) 37 93

Algorithm 1 Real time workload partitioning and schedul-
ing on a many-core system with underprovisioned OCVRs.

Inputs:
Set of real time tasks: T
Set of N cores in the many-core system: Π
Outputs: Schedulable taskset (Θj) on each core πj ∈ Π
with assigned voltage Vj ∈ [Vdd 1, Vdd 2, ..., Vdd m] and
frequency fj ∈ [f1, f2, ..., fm]
procedure PARTITION(T , Π)

for each πj ∈ Π do
Θj ← ∅, U ← 0

end for
T

′
← SORT(T by descending maxj ui,j)

for each τi ∈ T
′
do

Π
′
← j: Uj + ui,j < fm,j . Cores on which τi is

schedulable
if Π

′
= ∅ then return Failed to schedule

end if
k ← arg minj∈Π

′ Pj(Uj+ui,j) . core id on which
τi consumes least power

Θk ← Θk

⋃
τi . Θk is the schedulable set of tasks

on πk
Uk ← Uk + ui,j

end for
return Θ
end procedure
procedure DVFS(Θ)

while
∑
πj∈Π f

α
j > (Ptotal −N · β)/κ do

for each πj ∈ Π do
while

∑
τi∈Θj

ui,fj ≤ fm do

fj ← (fx | fx ∈ F and fx ≤ fj) . lower the
operating frequency to one of the supported DVFS levels
F = (f1, f2,...,fm)

end while
end for

end while
end procedure
procedure SCHEDULE(Θj , fj)

k ← arg minτi∈Θj Di
πj ← τk

end procedure

Table 4: Parameters to generate real time periodic tasksets.

Parameter Value
Number of tasks (Nt) [32, 48, 64, 80]
Task utilization range [0.1 to 0.9]
Task period range in seconds (Ti) [10 to 100]
Taskset utilization factor (ρ) [0.1 to 1]

on processor πj is ui,fj . The weight added to the knapsack
is analogous to ui,fj . The objective of the knapsack problem
is to maximize the number of tasks executed on a core, with-
out violating the task deadline. The procedure lowers the
operating frequency of each task until constraints (7) and
(8) are satisfied. Once the operating frequency of each task
in Θj is determined, the SCHEDULE procedure schedules
the tasksets on each core based on an earliest deadline first
policy. ∑

τi∈Θj

ui,fj ≤ fm (7)

∑
πj∈Π

fαj ≤ (Ptotal −N · β)/k (8)

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
Real time periodic tasks with implicit deadlines are consid-

ered to determine the efficacy of the proposed task scheduler.
The task scheduling is performed for one hyperperiod of
the taskset Tepoch, which is the least common multiple of
the implicit deadlines of all tasks τi ∈ T . The tasks are
generated with the parameters listed in Table 4. The compu-
tational capacity (uij) of the tasks is selected as a random
variable with a uniform distribution between 0.1x to 0.9x
the maximum supported operating frequency of the cores in
the CMP (maximum frequency fm of 1800 MHz). The total
computation time requested by the taskset in a hyperperiod
is less than the available time on the processing elements
to prevent system overload. This ensures that the taskset
utilization factor or the system load is less than 1 (ρ < 1).

The resulting task schedule, from execution of Algorithm
1 on a homogeneous CMP platform with 16 cores configured
as Exynos 5410 A15s, is shown in Fig. 4. The task schedul-
ing is constrained due to the limited power budget of the
under-provisioned voltage regulators. For a maximum output
current Iavg of 1 A, the percentage of tasks scheduled by
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Figure 4: Percentage of tasks successfully partitioned by
the M-PWR heuristic [10] and successfully scheduled by
Algorithm 1 in a 16 core homogeneous CMP. Task scheduling
through Algorithm 1 matches the M-PWR heuristic with the
maximum output current rating of the voltage regulator set
to 1 A.

Figure 5: A contour plot of percentage of tasks successfully
scheduled by Algorithm 1 with varying taskset utilization
and maximum output current of the voltage regulators in a
homogeneous CMP with 16 cores.

Algorithm 1 is identical to the M-PWR heuristic in [10]. The
execution of Algorithm 1 is further characterized on a homoge-
neous platform with voltage regulators of varying maximum
output current Iavg. The results are shown through the
contour plot in Fig. 5. The percentage of tasks scheduled for
a given taskset utilization factor decreases as the maximum
output current of the voltage regulators is reduced. For a
voltage regulator designed with a maximum output current
Iavg of 0.7 A, the percentage of tasks scheduled matches the
M-PWR heuristic [10] upto a taskset utilization factor ρ of
0.65.

The workload scheduler is also evaluated on a heteroge-
neous CMP platform with four Exynos A15 (big) and four
Exynos A7 (LITTLE) cores. For a randomly chosen taskset
hyperperiod, the task distribution and corresponding com-
putational demand (ui,j of each task) is shown in Fig. 6.
There are 11 tasks assigned to the big core cluster and five to
the LITTLE core cluster. The maximum output current of
the voltage regulators serving each of the big cores is set to
800 mA and the voltage regulators serving each of the LIT-
TLE cores to 110 mA. The frequency assigned to each core
to meet the constraint given by (8) is determined and shown
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Figure 6: A snapshot of the task assignment on a hetero-
geneous CMP platform with (a) big cores modeled on A15
parameters, and (b) LITTLE cores modeled on A7 parame-
ters. The maximum output currents of the voltage regulators
serving each of the big cores and LITTLE cores are, respec-
tively, 800 mA and 110 mA.

in the Fig. 6. Depending on the total computational demand
of the tasks assigned to each core, the frequency is lowered
from the maximum supported frequency of 1800 MHz for
the big cores and 1200 MHz for the LITTLE cores. The
task partitioning performed by the PARTITION procedure
further improves power efficiency by preferentially assigning
tasks to the LITTLE cores, which meet the task utilization
constraint given by (4). Consequently, for an identical scaling
factor of the peak output current of the OCVRs (Iavg/Ipeak)
serving the LITTLE core and the big core, the percentage
of tasks scheduled through the DVFS procedure is lower
for the LITTLE cores as compared to the big cores. As
the LITTLE core cluster has a load current range of 100
mA, the scaling factor of the maximum output current of
the voltage regulators serving the LITTLE cores is set to a
larger value than that for the big cores to achieve a high task
schedulability on the heterogeneous platform.

The task scheduling results on the homogeneous and het-
erogeneous CMP platform demonstrate that the proposed
workload scheduler in tandem with the runtime on-chip volt-
age regulator clustering algorithm developed in [3], offer an ef-
ficient and robust cross layer energy optimization mechanism
for CMPs with underprovisioned on-chip voltage regulators.

6. CONCLUSIONS
A real-time workload mapping heuristic is developed to

minimize the reconfiguration of the power delivery network
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with under-provisioned on-chip voltage regulators. The sched-
uled tasks are assigned optimum DVFS levels for each core.
The heuristic is evaluated on homogeneous and heteroge-
neous CMP platforms with real time periodic tasks. The
schedulability of the tasks with varying taskset utilization
is compared against M-PWR, an energy efficient workload
scheduler. The workload mapping heuristic in conjunction
with the run-time reconfiguration of the power delivery net-
work ensure reliable and energy efficient operation of the
CMP with on-chip voltage regulators designed for only the
typical or average load current demand.
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